
Accessories

KTM  1290 super adventure s (17 > 20)

SRA7703 Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the
remote control device on the top-case

SR7705 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M
MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M

PL7705CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE to be combined with PL7705CAMKIT / 18 mm diameter

PL7705CAMKIT Specific kit to install the PL7705CAM on KTM 1290 Super Adventure S (17 > 20) / 1290 Super Adventure R (17 > 20)

S250KIT Universal kit to install the S250 Tool Box it can be mounted on the left-hand side of the PL7705CAM / To be combined with S250 and the specific
pannier holder

PLR7706 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

BF11 Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK, TanklockED bags only for EA118 TANKLOCK bag or EA123 TANKLOCK bag

D7706ST Specific screen, transparent 44 x 41 cm (H x W) to be mounted instead of the original screen

D7706S Specific screen, smoked 38 x 40 cm (H x W) to be mounted instead of the original screen

RP7703 Oil carter protector in brushed and anodized aluminium

ES7704 Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
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FB7706 Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L and GPS-Smartphone holder For S902A, S920M,
S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B, S958B

05SKIT Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo
345LM/390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM/346LM/396LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450/500/550)
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